
Music 378 Prof. Howe

Assignment 15: Analysis

Write a paper answering the following questions, based on the Scherzo from Beethoven’s Piano
Sonata, Op. 26.  The piece is in the form of a minuet and trio.  The excerpt on which assignment
11 was based is taken from measures 88-89 of this movement.

1.  Number the measures, counting the pickup measure as zero.  Measure 16 includes the
repeat sign.  There are 67 measures before the trio.  Also number the first ending and the first
measure of the second ending as measure 91, making a total of 95 measures in the piece.

2.  How many phrases are in the first section?  What is the relationship between the first
and second phrases?  How do the phrases in the second half of the first section differ from the
first half?

3.  What is the harmonic plan of the B section up until the return to the A section in
measure 45?  What happens motivically in the third phrase that is different from the first two? 
How do you describe the ensuing passage (until measure 45)?

4.  What is different about the return of the opening melody in measure 45 from the
beginning?  What happens when the melody is repeated in measure 53?  How does the end of the
first part of the piece differ from the beginning, and what is the significance of the changes?

5.  What is the melody of the first section of the trio?  How many phrases does it contain?
How does the opening phrase of the second section relate to the first section?  How many
phrases are in the second section?  Where do they begin and end.  How does the passage in
measures 88-89 relate to the harmony of the passage in which it occurs?

6.  What is the nature of the contrast between the two parts of the minuet and the two
parts of the trio?  How are they similar, and how are they different?  Describe any ways in which
the contrast between the two parts of the minuet and the two parts of the trio can be compared.
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